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Macroshifting/Domain Focusing Facilitation Retreat 
Sardinia, Italy with Robert L. Lee, Ph.D. 

October 28-November 1, 2016 (reserve your spot soon!) 

 

For Advanced Focusers including Coordinators, Trainers, FOT’s and ?? 

Tuition: $500/450€, models for cooperative good food at reasonable cost, room (double occupancy) in-
house is gratis for first 7 to get their registration in. Prefer a single? Please investigate nearby option and 
we will also.  Additional spots for total of 7 more (max 14) but second 7 must find housing.   

Half Macroshifting; Half Domain Focusing Facilitation--deep listening, partnership coaching, guiding. 

May opt out of yearlong course after workshop. 

Macros are dilemmas which are very difficult to change 

MacroDF Psychotherapy is an exciting new psychotherapy format crossing individual and group 
psychotherapy and focusing partnership. 
MacroDF Growth is a new psychoeducational format crossing individual coaching, group process and 
focusing partnership.  

MacroDF yearlong coordinates nine new Efficiencies for Elegance and Effectiveness: 
 

1. Self-direction is harnessed through focusing partnership. With sufficient training, focusing partnership 
can approach the effectiveness of good psychotherapy and coaching.  Self-directed learning is initially 
weaker than pedagogy.  With learner-centered approach it catches up with pedagogical models. 

2. Individuated small groups in 3 person 3 hour or 4 person 4 hour, or 5 person 5 hour type settings.  
This setting crosses individual, group work, and psychoeducational training toward achieving the 
benefits of all three. 

3.  Macroshifting is derived from an implicit orientation toward unbinding structure bound process 
(macros) so as to achieve Timely Deep Change at an affordable cost.  

4.                                    D     O     M     A     I     N                 F     O     C     U     S     I     N     G 

♦Values thinking as honored partner to Felt 
Sense 
♦Differentiates listening in 15 different ways 
depending on domain and phase 
♦Enables precise linking between domains of 
thinking, felt sensing, self empathy 
♦Builds TAE into thinking domain 

♦Elicits self empathy as a supportive function 
which doubles for accessing any wisdom 
tradition 
♦Identifies 24 avenues for entering felt sensing 
♦Initiates a safety protocol for protection 
against anxiety, depression, terror, dissociation, 
obsession 

 
5.  Learning Domain Focusing Facilitation is coordinated to sustain Macro work toward completing 60-80 
journaled focusing segments in a year, the tipping point where movement begins to occur. 

6. MacroDF looks for a macro key which can safely and surely open the macro and inch it forward.  TAE 
methods establish the key as an implicit action space. 
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7. Macroshifting insists in a good cost/benefit ratio and accompanying growth in integrity. 

8. MacroDF emphasizes linking felt sensing to contemplative territory and vice-versa as part of moving 
a macro (Gendlin: “Felt Sense is halfway down, meditation is all the way down.”). 

9. MacroDF MINES Philosophy of the Implicit and hidden gems of 6-step Focusing toward making 
focusing strong enough for Macroshifting (usually it is NOT strong enough) through:  

 ‘Coordinately Differentiated’ Guided Sessions= crucial 4 person 4 hour format 
 Multiple partnerships are encouraged toward more effective ‘Eveving’ and ‘Relevanting’ 
 Disease is approached as a concrete ‘occurring’ and implying of body-process with its own 

continuity and internal relation between events (aPM IV p. 28) not from Holistic glomping nor 
from partification approaches 

 Whole Whole becomes a route into grasping the macro 
 ‘Holding and Letting’ (aPM) BECOMES Domain Linking 
 Journaling becomes schematizing for grasping implicit process better and ‘Schematizing by 

Schematizing’ 
 Stranding comes out of ‘Strands’ and reclaims the forgotten genius of Gendlin’s ‘Clearing a 

Space’ and then develops it much further 
 Felt Sense Location evolves into Domain Focusing’s ‘extensity’ for  changes in felt sense, 

parachuting into the felt sense space and describing the ambiance, evolves into states of 
consciousness / beingness 

 Handle for Felt Sensing gets extended into Thinking Domain and Self-Empathy Domain toward 
entering the implicit through each 

 Asking and Receiving becomes an elaborated shifting process including slow-shifting, waiting for 
insight, waiting for new possibilities, waiting for acting into the situation 

 The Critic and The Focusing Attitude becomes the Self-Empathy domain.  The Critic is 
insufficient self-empathy. Self-empathy broadens the focusing attitude substantially 

 Self-empathy and Felt Sensing are described as being ‘Mutually Implying’ 
 ‘Carrying Forward’ the carrying forwards becomes a culminating process toward macroshifting 
 ‘Present-Past‘ becomes Macroshifting’s ‘Getting help from the past’ 
 ‘Present-Future ’becomes Macroshifting’s ‘Giving help to the Future’ 
 ‘Logic of Experiencing’ INSPIRES Logic of Beingness/Loving 
 ‘Crossing’ INSPIRES Domain Focusing’s Domain Linking and Logic Crossing  
 ‘En3’ parallels building your professional developmental holding environment 
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